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THE WORD SAUTRANTIKA
YOSHIFUMI HONJO

As Kato Junsho points out in his epoch-making work on Sautrantika
(Kyoryobu no kenkyu 91), both Vasubandhu and Srilata seem to have
referred to themselves as “Sautrantika” in spite of their obvious doctrinal
differences.1 There are those students of Buddhism, however, who refuse
to admit that Srilata was a Sautrantika, but they underestimate the importance of, or completely ignore the occurrence of, one passage in the
Nyayanusara (T. 1562: 332a24), where the author Sanghabhadra accuses
the DarÒ†antikas, including Srilata, of not accepting what is taught in the
sutra but still calling themselves “Sautrantikas.”2 Thus the question arises
as to why such thinkers who are doctrinally different could be called by
the same appellation.
De la Vallée Poussin’s explanation is as follows:
The philosophers of the Little Vehicle were divided into two schools: on the
one hand, the VaibhaÒikas, who accepted the Abhidharma books of the Sarvastivadins (the seven Abhidharmas) as “revealed” scripture (ipsissima
verba), and the commentary on them, VibhaÒa, as the oldest and the most
authoritative “treatise” (sastra); on the other hand, the Sautrantikas, who considered the seven books simply as “treatises” (sastra) of human inspiration
and therefore liable to error, who maintained that Buddha had not composed
treatises dealing with Abhidharma or given indications for the composition
of such treatises under his authority (a working hypothesis in Pali scholasticism), but had taught Abhidharma doctrines in certain Sutras (or Sutrantas).
According to them, these Sutras, the Arthavinischaya, etc., constitute “the
1
As we discuss later in this paper, the Sautrantika theories of Vasubandhu in the AbhidharmakosabhaÒya have their origin in the Yogacarabhumi. Therefore, it is highly probable that Vasubandhu was a Mahayanist already at the time of writing the Abhidharmakosa.
Srilata and others, on the other hand, seem to have been “Hinayanists.”
2
See de la Vallée Poussin’s Introduction: “Le DarÒ†antika rejette certains Sutras: comment pretend-il au nom de Sautrantika?” (L’Abhidharmakosa 1: liii n. 1). See also Kato (99).
Harada insists that the first person to refer to himself as “Sautrantika” was Vasubandhu (138).
Harada does not seem to take this passage into consideration.
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Basket of Abhidharma.” Hence their name Sautrantikas, the philosophers
who recognize the authority of the Sutrantas alone. (de la Vallée Poussin
“Sautrantika” 214)

Kato suggests that, to both Srilata and Vasubandhu, the word “Sautrantika” might have meant “opponents of Sarvastivada theory,” “rational,” or
“new-fashioned” (ii).
Before commenting on these explanations, I would like to take a look
at Yasomitra’s definition of that school, upon which de la Vallée Poussin
obviously depended.
I. Yasomitra
Yasomitra’s definition of the word Sautrantika appears in the first chapter of the Vyakhya, where he comments on a passage of the AbhidharmakosabhaÒya, which states with the word kila that Abhidharmasastras were
first expounded by the Buddha (AbhidharmakosabhaÒya: 2.17-3.4).
The word kila indicates the statement of others. It means, “This is what is
understood by the Abhidharmikas, not by us Sautrantikas”, since the authors
[other than the Buddha] of the Abhidharmasastras are handed down to us;
i.e., the author of the Jñanaprasthana is Arya Katyayaniputra, the author of
the Prakara∞apada is Sthavira Vasumitra, [the author] of the Vijñanakaya
is Sthavira Devasarman, [the author] of the Dharmaskandha is Arya Sariputra, [the author] of the Prajñaptisastra is Arya Maudgalyayana, [the author]
of the Dhatukaya is Pur∞a, [the author] of the Sangitiparyaya is MahakauÒ†hila. What is the meaning of [the word] “Sautrantika”? Those who recognize the authority of sutranta and do not recognize the authority of sastras
are Sautrantikas.3

The first thing I would like to mention here is that the second half of
the definition, na sastra-prama∞ikaÌ, is far more important than the first
half, sutranta-prama∞ikaÌ, since no one can imagine any Buddhists who
do NOT recognize the authority of sutrantas.
3
kila-sabdaÌ parabhiprayaµ dyotayati / Abhidharmika∞am etan mataµ / na tv asmakaµ
Sautrantikanam iti bhavaÌ / sruyante hy Abhidharma-sastra∞aµ kartaraÌ / tadyatha Jñanaprasthanasya arya-KatyayaniputraÌ karta / Prakara∞apadasya sthavira-VasumitraÌ / Vijñanakayasya sthavira-Devasarma / Dharmaskandhasya arya-SariputraÌ / Prajñapti-sastrasya
arya-MaudgalyayanaÌ / Dhatukayasya Pur∞aÌ / Sangitiparyayasya MahakauÒ†hilaÌ / kaÌ
SautrantikarthaÌ / ye sutra-prama∞ikaÌ na sastra-prama∞ikaÌ, te SautrantikaÌ (Abhidharmakosavyakhya: 11.25-30).
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Second, only the seven Abhidharmasastras of the Sarvastivadins are
meant here by the word sastra. Therefore, it seems clear that the Sautrantikas belong to the Sarvastivada sect. This does not contradict the views
of Sakurabe Hajime (“Kyoryobu no keitai” 115) and Kato (7).
Third, when discussing the meaning of the word “Sautrantika,” of
utmost importance is the Sautrantikas’ attitude toward the tripi†aka, especially toward the Abhidharmapi†aka (Abhidharmasastras), not their individual theories, since the name of this school comes from the position
it takes toward the scripture (or the text) on which it depends most, as in
the cases of VaibhaÒika, Yogacara, and Madhyamika, not from its doctrinal standpoint, as in the cases of Sarvastivadin and Vijñanavadin (Mukai
“Yogachara-ha no gakuha-mei no yurai”; Saito “On Bhavya’s Interpretation of ‘Madhyamaka’ as Found in the Tarkajvala”).
II. The Sautrantika attitude toward the tripi†aka
What, then, is the Sautrantika attitude toward the tripi†aka, especially
toward the Abhidharmasastras? As is evident from Yasomitra’s statement, they did not accept the view of the Sarvastivada orthodoxy that the
Abhidharma was expounded by the Buddha. Hence the expression, na
sastra-prama∞ikaÌ (Lamotte Histoire du Bouddhisme indien 199).
As Kato points out (19, 105, 208), Yasomitra’s definition of Sautrantika
is closely linked to a passage quoted by Vasubandhu in the third chapter
of the AbhidharmakosabhaÒya.
We recognize the authority of the sutras, but we do not recognize the authority
of the sastras, for the Blessed One said, “ You should rely on sutrantas, [not
on other scriptures].”4

This statement is ascribed to Srilata (Abhidharmakosavyakhya: 307.17;
Tattvartha: Tho 74b3; Kato 105), and, as Sanghabhadra reports, the phrase
from Mahaparinirva∞asutra: sutranta-pratisara∞air bhavitavyam is
one of the grounds on which Sautrantikas claim that the Abhidharma is
not the words of the Buddha (T. 1562: 329c21; Kato 106; Waldschmidt
238).
4
sutra-prama∞aka vayaµ, na sastra-prama∞akaÌ. uktaµ hi Bhagavata, sutranta-pratisara∞air bhavitavyam iti (AbhidharmakosabhaÒya: 146.3-4).
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Another passage that apparently has a close connection with this definition of Yasomitra’s is in Chapter VIII of the AbhidharmakosabhaÒya.
It reads as follows: “Disagreement with sastra is better than disagreement
with sutras.”5 This statement is ascribed by Sanghabhadra to Vasubandhu,6 and Yasomitra comments on it: “The import [of the passage] is:
Abhidharmasastra was not expounded by the Buddha.”7
What about the Vinaya? In a controversy between the Sautrantikas and
Sanghabhadra about whether the Abhidharma is the word of the Buddha
or not, Sanghabhadra states:
If [the Abhidharma] is not words of the Buddha, because [the Blessed one]
did not tell the disciples to rely on Abhidharma, then the Vinaya also is not
the word of the Buddha, because [the Blessed One], just before his parinirva∞a, did not advise the disciples to rely on [it].8

It follows, therefore, that Sautrantika admitted that the Vinaya, like
sutra, is the word of the Buddha.
Thus we can conclude that the Sautrantikas are those scholars who
belong to the Sarvastivadin sect, and who claim that Abhidharma was
not expounded by the Buddha.9
III. The VaibhaÒika attitude toward the tripi†aka
The characteristic attitude of Sautrantika toward the tripi†aka can be
understood more clearly in comparison with that of the VaibhaÒikas. At
the beginning of the VibhaÒa, a vast commentary on the Jñanaprasthana
(T. 1544), one of the seven Abhidharma treatises of Sarvastivada, it is
claimed that the Jñanaprasthana was expounded by the Buddha; after this,
there is a discussion of the difference among the three baskets, i.e., Sutra,
Vinaya, and Abhidharma.
First, the VibhaÒa introduces an opinion of some scholars who deny the
differences, saying that all the teachings of the Buddha are the product
varaµ sastra-virodho, na sutra-virodhaÌ (AbhidharmakosabhaÒya: 397.16; Kato 19).
Not to the Pascatyas, as Kato once understood (Kato 19; Fukuda “Shohyo, Kato Junsho cho, Kyoryobu no kenkyu” 48-49).
7
abuddhoktam Abhidharmasastram ity abhiprayaÌ (Abhidharmakosavyakhya: 621.19-20).
8
(T. 1562: 329 c26-27).
9
This conclusion is almost identical to Kato’s (19, 105).
5
6
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of one and the same ocean of knowledge [of the Buddha], one and the same
pond of enlightenment [of the Buddha], etc.10 Then it discusses the differences in the name ( ), the base (
), that which is clarified (
),
the origin (
), that which is taught (
), the object (
), the level
(
) [of the followers], and the progress (
) [of the practitioners] of
each basket (T. 1545: 1c1-2a11). To summarize the last three discussions
on the object, etc., the Sutra-pi†aka is for beginners, the Vinaya-pi†aka is for
intermediate followers, and the Abhidharma-pi†aka is for the most advanced
practitioners, whose object is to obtain salvation (T. 1545: 2a1-11).
In the VibhaÒa, therefore, the Abhidharma-pi†aka is not only regarded
as the words of the Buddha, but it is counted as the most important teaching of the Buddha, which leads practitioners to enlightenment.11 We can
see how sharply in contrast are the attitudes of the two schools, Sautrantika and VaibhaÒika, toward the three baskets.
IV. DarÒ†antika and Sautrantika
In the VibhaÒa, DarÒ†antika theories are cited and attacked no less than
80 times (Akanuma Chizen Indo Bukkyo koyu meishi jiten 145-148). The
two occurrences of Ching pu
in Hsüan-tsang’s translation do not
seem to indicate occurrences of Sautrantika in the original Sanskrit, but
are the interpolations of the translator (Kato 113-119).
Most of the other extant Indian sources, with the exception of the
AbhidharmakosabhaÒya,12 do not distinguish DarÒ†antika from Sautrantika.
For example:
10

(T. 1545: 1b27-29).
This reminds us of the interpretation of the word abhidharma in the AbhidharmakosabhaÒya, where this word is explained as amala (= anasrava) prajña, which stands
face to face (abhimukha) with nirva∞a (nirva∞aµ prati). Abhidharma treatises are so called
because they give rise to sasrava prajña, which is the base of anasrava prajña (AbhidharmakosabhaÒya: 2.2-10). Also, it is interesting to note that there is a passage in the
Sro∞ako†ikar∞avadana that states the following: “When he was living an ordinary life, he
attained srotaapatti-phala. After he studied the four agamas, he gained sak®dagamiphala. In the course of learning mat®ka as a srama∞era, he became an anagamin. And
as a bhikÒu who received the upasampada, he became an arhat after acquiring knowledge
of the three baskets” (Divyavadana: 17 ff.).
12
Vasubandhu refers to Sautrantika theories when he agrees and to DarÒ†antika ones
when he does not agree (Kato 84).
11
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(1) Sanghabhadra calls Srilata and his followers by both of the names,
“DarÒ†antika” and “Sautrantika.”13
(2) Sthiramati comments on the word “DarÒ†antika” as follows: “[What
is the meaning of] ‘the DarÒ†antikas’ [?] Those who make [vocal]
expressions [using] examples (d®Ò†anta), i.e., *kalpana are DarÒ†antikas,
namely, Sautrantikas.”14
(3) Yasomitra repeatedly insists that the DarÒ†antikas are no other than the
Sautrantikas (Abhidharmakosavyakhya: 392.21; 400.17; Kato 99).
(4) The author of the Abhidharmadipa cites a “Sautrantika” theory referred
to in the Abhidharmakosa as a “DarÒ†antika” theory in his work.15
In the AbhidharmakosabhaÒya, however, the author Vasubandhu agrees
with “Sautrantika” theories but never with “DarÒ†antika” ones (Kato 74-85).
The best way to explain this situation is to accept the idea of Przyluski, who argues that d®Ò†anta has a comparatively pejorative nuance
and sutranta an honorific one.16
V. The Rise of the Sautrantikas
Since the earliest occurrence found so far of the word “Sautrantika”
belongs to a lost work of Srilata, Kato conservatively concludes that
Srilata was the first to call himself “Sautrantika” (88). However, there is
evidence to believe that the name “Sautrantika” dates back to the preVibhaÒa period.
13

See note 1.
dpes ston pa rnams zes bya ba ni / gan dag dpes te rtog gis tha sñad byed pa, de dag
ni dpes ston pa ste mdo sde pa rnams so (Tattvartha ad AbhidharmakosabhaÒya: 230.8 [Tho
175 b6]. A Sanskrit restoration would be: DarÒ†antika iti, ye d®Ò†antena kalpanaya vyavaharaµ kurvanti, te DarÒ†antikaÌ SautrantikaÌ. I propose restoring rtog pa as kalpana, since
there is a correspondence between d®Ò†anta and kalpana in the title(s) of a work by Kumaralata: the D®Ò†antapankti and the Kalpanama∞∂itika (see Lüders Bruchstücke der Kalpanama∞∂itika des Kumaralata 17-19).
15
The corresponding passages are as follows: evaµ tu sadhu yatha Sautrantikanam
(AbhidharmakosabhaÒya: 278.17); evaµ tu sadhu yatha DarÒ†antikanam iti KosakaraÌ
(Abhidharmadipa: 222.3).
16
“The word darÒ†antika could only have been applied to them by their opponents. In
the same way, the deprecative expression Hinayana was probably used only in the Mahayana school” (Przyluski “DarÒ†antika, Sautrantika and Sarvastivadin” 250; de la Vallée
Poussin L’Abhidharmakosa 1: lii; Kato 69). Przyluski’s view on Sautrantika and DarÒ†antika
is of course not as simple as the passage cited here suggests.
14
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(1) Sanghabhadra, Sthiramati, Yasomitra, and the Dipakara do not distinguish Sautrantika from DarÒ†antika.
(2) If we are to accept Przyluski’s view, it is unnatural that the DarÒ†antikas in the VibhaÒa should have had only a pejorative name.
(3) It is true that no schools are attested in the VibhaÒa that refused explicitly to recognize the authority of Abhidharma, but the DarÒ†antikas’
attack on the VaibhaÒika orthodoxy is so severe that they substantially
claim that Abhidharma is not the word of the Buddha.
(4) Shiratate Kaiun points out that there is a passage in the Abhidharmakosavyakhya stating that a certain theory of a Sautrantika master
is cited in the VibhaÒa.17 In addition, another similar example can be
found in the same text.18 Unfortunately, no parallel passage is found
in the extant Chinese translations of the VibhaÒa, but these quotations
from the Vyakhya are worthy of consideration.
VI. Vasubandhu
Recently more and more evidence has come to light suggesting that
many “Sautrantika” theories of Vasubandhu presented in the AbhidharmakosabhaÒya have their origin in the Yogacarabhumi (see Kritzer A
Comparison of the AbhidharmakosabhaÒya (Chapters I-III) and the
Yogacarabhumi). This has led an increasing number of scholars to believe
that Vasubandhu already belonged to the Yogacara school at the time of
writing the Abhidharmakosa and that he did not undergo any substantial
changes in his doctrinal standpoint.19 If this is the case, which is highly
probable, Vasubandhu was a Sautrantika and a Yogacara at the same
time.
Setting aside the question of Vasubandhu’s acceptance of Yogacara, let
us see in what sense Vasubandhu was a Sautrantika. First of all, when he
quotes “Hinayana” canonical sources without any citation, these sources
17
VibhaÒayaµ Bhadantena Sautrantikenoktam (Abhidharmakosavyakhya: 673.9-10;
see Shiratate “Kenkyu zakkan”).
18
Sautrantikadarsanavalambi cayaµ Bhadanto VibhaÒayaµ likhitaÌ (Abhidharmakosavyakhya: 44.19-20).
19
This view has developed so gradually that it is difficult to say who was the first to
propose it.
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belong to the Sarvastivadin sect.20 Furthermore, when he uses the word
Nikayantariya, it means “one who belongs to a sect other than the Sarvastivadins.”21 Finally, he does not believe that the Abhidharmasastras
are the word of the Buddha.22
Thus, Vasubandhu belongs to the Sarvastivada sect but does not recognize the authority of Sarvastivada Abhidharmasastras. This seems to be
the basic definition of “Sautrantika.”
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